
Module 1: Identifying Your Challenge
Step 1: Commit to Focusing on Quality Improvement

Related Learning Goals:
- Identify the characteristics of a focus on quality improvement.
- Commit to improving educational quality.

Your To-Do’s to Complete This Step: [NOTE: other course resources may be added later]

! Read: ! Committing to Focus on Quality Improvement (below)
! ! ! (optional) Seven Futures, pp.104-05; ix-xii [Introduction]; 52-54.
! View:! (optional) The Seven Futures of American Education (prezi presentation)
! Do: ! ! Exercise 1x: Your Stance on Quality
! ! ! Discussion Forum: Introduce Yourself

Committing to Focus on Quality Improvement 

improving the quality of education is our most important future. 

The most important message of The Seven Futures of American Education is this:
we can improve education by “cyberizing” it -- that is, we can use emerging technologies 
(online, digital, cyber, or whatever your preferred label is) to improve educational quality. 

The first step in improving educational quality (or what this course calls “IEQ”) is to focus on 
making things better. Your reaction to that assertion may be, “Well, duh!” -- but focusing on 
making things better is not as simple, or as common, as it may appear. For example:

• Most online education to date has focused on providing access rather than on improving 
quality. For instance, for many years the guiding principle for the Sloan Foundation-funded 
Anytime, Anyplace Learning program initiative was ‘greater access, equal quality’ relative to 
classroom-based offerings. While increasing access is itself a form of quality improvement to 
a limited degree, there are many other ways to IEQ.

• Quality assurance is a form of quality improvement in terms of improving something to bring 
it up to standard. After that, quality assurance often becomes a means of maintaining a 
certain level of quality rather than actually trying to improve it.

• Many people believe that online and other forms of technology-enabled education can never 
be as good as the “real thing” of classroom instruction. Resistant, inertial, and regressive 
forces continue to fight against the adoption of online education and deny its legitimacy.

• Some educators are interested in improving education, but they’re not really sure how to go 
about it and are seeking to learn how.

• Many educators are implementing quality improvements, but they’re doing so in a relatively 
random or haphazard manner rather than being strategic about it.

• Educators also still get caught in other various traps which get in the way of improving 
quality -- for example, worrying about whether online education is as good as classroom 
education (the comparison trap), or believing that applying market principles to education is 
the key to improving it (the free market mythology trap).

Committing to focusing on IEQ also requires belief and action. Once you know where you 
stand on IEQ, it’s much easier to figure out how to take the next steps forward to move from 
skeptical to seeking, seeking to non-strategic, or non-strategic to strategic.
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Exercise 1x: What Is Your Stance on Quality?

Directions:

• Use the graphic above to identify your stance on quality by selecting the descriptor which 
best describes you.
• Record your stance on your IEQ Action Plan Template under “Notes/Comments.” (Click here 

to access a web page where you can download an IEQ Action Plan Template for your use.)
• (Optional): Access the discussion forum “1x: Your Stance on Quality.” In the forum, post a 

comment that states your stance and ask others for feedback on your stance.

What Is Your Stance on Quality?

___  ! I’m already strategic (& I’d like to get even better at it!)

___  I’m drifting -- making some improvements but not really in a strategic way

___  I’m seeking -- I want to get started but am not sure how

___  I’m skeptical, but I’m listening...

___  I’m not on board, sorry -- online and other technologies are fine in their place, but they 
 will never match traditional education.
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